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Proposed Curriculum Changes 

 

I agree that at a certain point students just have to figure it out for themselves, but there are 

areas that could and should be differently structured to everyone’s benefit.  

 

Coffee Start (shorter classes) 

Class starts at 8:00 and people meander in at 8:20 with coffee. If class started at 9 people would 

meander in at 9:20 with coffee.  Some classes require time to set up and get working and a 

shorter class would mean more interruptions in that flow. If classes were to start later, my 

concern is that everything would open later too. I would prefer as much access as possible. To 

supplies, to the space, and to the teachers. All this being said, I do think they should be shorter.  

 

Optimum Class Length 

Students benefit most from teachers in one on one discussion and in class critiques. For me, 

class time is not about physically making, it’s about having an experienced artist around to talk 

to about my work. In the last year of school, students should be moving towards developing 

their own work habits, and class time can actually interfere with this.  

 

For these reasons, I propose that upper division classes be shorter than lower division. 

Beginning would be 3 or 4 hours, intermediate and advanced 2 or 3 hours with more of a focus 

on individual meetings with the teacher. Teachers with class for fewer hours would be required 

to stay for office hours* / studio visits outside of class that people can sign up for regardless of 

registration. So, as an upper division student, I could potentially sign up to have a studio visit 

with Kristin Lucas, even though I’m not in her class. Students in her class should be prioritized, 

though.  

 

 

Students get the most from each other out of class, late at night, when working or talking. That 

is where that sense of community is formed. Shorter classes would not interfere with that.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Doesn’t have to occur in an actual office, Starbucks is a suitable alternative.   
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Studios 

Ideally all upper division students would have studio space.  As a more realistic alternative, I 

propose studio spaces be application based once a student has completed 50 (or some other 

number above 50, maybe 75) percent of their degree requirements. Each department 

(Sculpture, painting, printmaking, transmedia) should have an allotted amount of space that it 

can divide among the applicants to that program. A video artist would be judged by his own 

department, not by the painting faculty. Applications are standard 10 – 20 photos and a one 

page statement.  

Students could choose to apply to one area or all four (depending on the versatility of 

their portfolios at this point) and each department would have a set number of studios to 

allocate to students. Someone accepted into all four areas would get the same amount of space 

as someone accepted into one, they may just have better odds of acceptance. 

Once in their space, they could make whatever work they please. I think it would be fine 

for them to work in the same room. Just a place to leave things out and be able to look at work 

for longer than one critique cycle would help with the development of ideas past the point of a 

class deadline. 

 

The space should not necessarily be attached to a class. I took advanced sculpture over the 

studio space with painting 4. I have no regrets, but students should not have to choose 

between a class and a space. If it needs to be a class on paper, make it one that does not 

conflict with any other on the schedule.  
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Classes not offered (and why they should be) 

 

Computer art Design 

It’s weird that design students aren’t more integrated into classes with studio artists. There is 

not a studio class past foundations that covers computer art work e.g. photoshop, illustrator, 

InDesign. A class integrating the design and studio students in this area would be good for both. 

It is an unrealistic model for design students to be working with the same group of 20 people all 

four years and does not reflect the environment they will encounter after school. They could 

benefit from a more varied work environment and there is demand by studio majors for 

computer art and design classes that teach past the basics in Adobe programs.   

 

Animation, Illustration, and Concept art 

The school is missing a place for illustrators and concept artists. They feel very unwelcome and 

are literally told to go elsewhere for their education. If you want to support that type of artist, 

offer a class in that area. It confuses Illustrators and animators when they are accepted to the 

school based on an illustration portfolio but their style is later ridiculed. 

 

3D Digital Fabrication  

There should be a shorter crash course offered on the equipment that only goes over 

technology. The way a person is taught to use the welding or casting equipment. Then they can 

use it as needed for projects in other classes. They can take the full semester class if they want 

to use it exclusively and discuss its use conceptually.  

 

 

Work with other colleges (architecture, Journalism, RTF, Theatre) to create the classes above 

which are currently not offered by either program. 
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Art in Practice  

There is overwhelming support for the idea of this class.  

 

Areas covered would include: 

 show proposals,  

 getting grants  

 residencies 

 structure of a portfolio  

 Artist / personal statements 

 Documentation of work 

 How to succeed after school in a 

business way 

 Getting a job 

 curating a show 

 how to do your finance (finance 320F 

is a wonderful class) 

 developing good work ethic / studio 

practice (not start out self-employed - 

see how others do it) 

 communicate about work through 

writing and verbally  

 working with a team - most classes 

create an individualized work practice 

- often not the case after school 

(collaborations encouraged) 

 

Gallery and studio visits with artists around Austin should be incorporated into the class to give 

students an idea how different people make it work after school.  
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Art History 

Freshman year there should be required survey course(s) that cover Renaissance to 

Contemporary art.  

 

There are a lot of niche classes and there should be more comprehensive general classes 

offered. Fragments are taught and we are uninformed of how to fit them together.  

 

There should absolutely be a class that teaches about art more contemporary than the ‘60s. 

Even better would be a class since the ‘80s. A class that starts with Duchamp, and goes right up 

until yesterday - That is the class I would be interested in taking.  
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Philosophy Theory Critique  

It would not help to require a philosophy theory critique class. Having it as an option is good.  
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Sculpture  

Installation should be interchangeable with intermediate as a prerequisite for advanced 

sculpture. You take beginning sculpture, then you can take intermediate which can have a focus 

on casting or a focus on installation, or a focus on digital fabrication (maybe, I don’t actually 

know how I feel about this counting as sculpture), then advanced sculpture.  

 

A swipe card should be installed on the middle sculpture room door. We should have access to 

both spaces at night. Currently it is incredibly hard to work then. Locked classrooms restrict 

access to the one open room. Graduate students lock the classroom doors because they are 

concerned with the vulnerability of their spaces. 

 

Space: I know that whole area is slated to change, but there is too much furniture and every 

critique the “stored art” should not have to be moved outside.  

 

 
This is 'the kitchen'. The blueish thing in the back is a couch. How am I supposed to reheat my pizza in this mess!? (joke) 
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Storage: After a one month period of non-use, projects should either be moved off campus or 

scrapped for usable (and I mean USABLE) parts to be stored in an organized space indoors. 

Because the classroom doubles as the critique space, there needs to be an investment in 

movable furniture and furniture that stacks. 

 

 
Stacked 

 

Specific recommendations for teachers: 

Beginning Sculpture – welding, how to mix plaster, how to use machines in the woodshop  

Have students make plinths at standard sizes then have them read about minimalism. Small 

prize given to best plinth, and benefit of getting to throw out the old ones.  
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Painting / Drawing 

This department needs a lot of work.  

 

Drawing and life drawing should be interchangeable as a prerequisite for the intermediate and 

advanced classes.  

 

There is no consistency in what is taught in painting 1-4 between teachers. It varies from 

teacher to teacher and lacks structure but with the general attitude of ‘this is a higher number 

so you should be better’. Painting classes offered should be beginning, intermediate, and 

advanced, with a clear difference between the ways they are taught. I have taken Painting 2 

three times. I would never retake beginning sculpture. Painting 4 should be disassociated with a 

studio space and also not exist. 

 

Some painting teachers focus on technique, some critique a painting without even looking at it 

because they only want to talk about content and the idea behind the work. It frustrates 

students not to be taught technique in beginning. It frustrates everyone when they still haven’t 

learned it by the advanced classes.  

 

Specifics for teachers: 

Beginning Painting –  

How to make a canvas. (instructions to my knowledge) 

 How to look for wood that isn’t warped 

 how many crossbars to have for the size (every 2 feet) 

 bevel edges, construct  

 router to make the corners inlaid 

 stretch canvas, fold corners 

 gesso (not with a brush, with a sponge or a roller) 

 how many coats (at least 3) 

 Sand between coats, sand last coat with water 

 

Make them make a standard canvas, then let them choose not to with the knowledge of that 

standard. If they make an unusual canvas they should know that it is unusual and how it affects 

the resulting work.   

 

Color mixing / color theory, basic painting techniques, painting from a photo / painting from life 

observation (how it changes the work) 
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Correct installation should also be taught. Everyone should be required to hang their flat work.  

Even if they don’t want to continue to use it, it would be great for people to know why a 

warped canvas is so hard to hang. It would make quality of work better if they were aware of 

how to display appropriately and stop using poor materials so casually.  

 

Space changes 

 There should be a critique space for painting.  

 There should be more storage space for work so it does not line the perimeter of the 

classroom on the floor and block ventilation. The painting rooms are the most cluttered 

of all of the departments. People paint then leave them the whole semester. By the end 

it is hard to walk in the rooms, let alone look at the work. There are too many easels, 

too much furniture in general. Remove or store furniture that exceeds the class size. 

 The Flood Gallery should have drywall installed. It would likely not cost more than $200. 

This is an easy thing to fix. Work changes weekly and is currently exceedingly difficult to 

install.  

 Everything in the prop room should be burned. That space could be turned into a 

painting storage space. 
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Transmedia 

Digital Time Art and Video Art should be interchangeable prerequisites for the advanced 

classes.  

 

 

It is important for comparable prerequisites (installation/sculpture, DTA/Video, Drawing/Life 

Drawing) to count as such to make scheduling easier for people who want and need to get into 

upper division studios.  
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Teachers 

Give students a better idea of their progress throughout the semester so final grades seem less 

arbitrary. 

 

It is helpful for students to present the work of a contemporary artist to the class. 10 – 25 

minute overview of their work and the ideas behind it.  

 

Whenever an artist is brought up and emphasis is put on knowing their work for its relevance to 

the student (not just mentioned) the student should have to research said artist and make an 

addition to the artist’s Wikipedia page. This would get people to read about them rather than 

just google image search and require research past the Wikipedia page. Possibly even a book! 

 

Students become greatly disgruntled when teachers miss more than 3 classes for reasons other 

than health. Something to be aware of.  
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Every student at the last meeting had a substantial sculpture focus. You may not realize it, but 

that group was all a very specific type of artist and didn’t provide accurate representation of 

the student population. I have heard this school called a painting school, but I think its strength 

lies in its versatility and ability to be whatever students can make of it.   

 

I asked around and tried to get a more representative perspective of the student’s opinions. I 

asked students who work very hard but are not successful by the standards of the people in 

that room. I asked people who were so unsuccessful that they went crazy and dropped out of 

school, but she will not return my calls and cannot be reached at this time. But I think it is 

important to get their thoughts too. I have summarized them below and can provide more 

details upon request.  

 

 

Hannah Bligh - painter 

 Senior studios with application process 

 Present final thesis 

 

Abby Clinton - RTF Double Major  

 Art history survey course - Renaissance to Contemporary 

 Less specific prerequisites for upper division classes. DTA/video, Sculpture/installation, 

drawing/life drawing interchangeable  

 Advising should not be mandatory  

 

Holly Hansel - Illustrator 

 Integration with other fine arts colleges (options to take theater/costume/music 

classes).  

 Not all studio classes need to 4 hours long. Ex - Drawing, performance, photography, 

digital art.  

 More diversity in class time (not all same start time) 

 Illustration classes, concept art classes (and Neal shouldn't have to be the only teacher 

to teach all these classes.  

 Business of art class / portfolio building 
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Serena Hudson - Business/art 

 An idea of student’s grade / progress check in throughout semester, so final grades are 

less arbitrary  

 Encourage / let design students and studio majors take classes interchangeably to have 

a broader skill set 

 Interdisciplinary practice helps in focus of choice 

 3 hour studio makes sense for some classes, maybe not all, though 

 Work with other colleges (architecture, Journalism, RTF, Theatre) to get students into 

the classes not offered through our program.  

 Ex - Journalism class “Advanced visual design” a graphic design/advertising/media class 

combined into one. Projects using adobe programs. 

 

Corben Marroquin – Animator 

 If you won’t offer one within the art school, work with RTF to get an animation / 

illustration class that art students can take 

 By junior year you should be able to declare a focus and not have to deal with 

extraneous classes. 

 

Danny Nouri – Digital artist 

 Integrate digital programs like Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign. 

 Digital Foundations and Computer Art Media are a nice beginning, but there could have 

been Intermediate and Advanced Computer Art Classes to round out my knowledge.  

 Also took 9 Transmedia classes but mostly learned video editing software in those. 

 

Mary Pooley - Photographer 

 3 hour studio – easier to build a schedule 

 An option to focus on area of preferred study to help get into classes. Ex - getting into as 

many photo classes before graduating and loosing resources 

 Painting department teaches too much to their individual preferences. Basics of painting 

technique first then concepts. 

 Teachers missing too much class 
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Taylor Smith - Painter / Printmaker 

 Everything should be more interdisciplinary. Work should be more cohesive across 

mediums to build a portfolio, not just projects 

 Foundations classes revised to provide different basic skills including: making a 

photo screen, performing basic welds, sewing, photoshop, building a canvas, 

camera use, etc. 

 After being taught basic skills, sophomore classes would simply exist as seminars 

meeting once or twice a week 

 various labs (woodshop, photo, printmaking, sculpture) would have relatively short 

modules (for lack of a better term) students would seek out and sign up for whenever 

they felt like they needed a certain skill or tool.  

 As students neared their graduation (junior or senior year) they would perhaps have 

access to some sort of committee, made up of 2-3 instructors, that would help guide 

them towards a clear, concise, and cohesive “thesis” that would mark the end of their 

time at school.  

 Course for seniors by application and portfolio review, which would allow for the 

same freedom to work as described above. Students from any discipline would apply 

to receive their own space and access to input from at least one professor. 
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My background / Studio Classes I took: 

 Beginning Serigraphy 

 Beginning (black and white film) photo 

 Beginning Lithography 

 Beginning Performance Art 

 Digital Fabrication 

 6 painting classes 

 5 sculpture + 1 Installation 

 

Art history (To meet the degree requirements) I took: 

 Ancient to Medieval Cities  

 British Artists of African Diaspora  

 

I avoided transmedia, and photo to an extent (Regrets). 

I believe I would not have taken so much painting if comparable studios were offered to 

other departments. I haven’t considered myself a painter for years. 

 

 

Thanks for reading! 

- Iva Kinnaird 

 


